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The book deals with troublesome, frequently encountered, high-profile tasks chosen with input from

Microsoft "RM" support engineers and the user ed/development team at Microsoft. The

recommended coding techniques included have been reviewed by key MFC developers.The topics

are sorted into a number of sections -- for example, "Dialog Boxes", "Controls", and "MFC Database

Classes". Each section begins with a general descriptive article and then treats a set of common

and important developmental challenges. The text is supplemented by a selection of pertinent

Knowledge Base articles on disc in a convenient HTML format.
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Book deals with one single ActiveX control, with no UI, and a simplistic purpose. Yet the author

spends 80% of the book explaining the *business logic* (not the ActiveX-specific issues) of this silly

example. (and the code listings of every iteration) Good beginning, good chapter on VBX to OCX (if

you need that), but overall dissapointing. Hardly "inside-out" coverage to a proficient VC++

developer.

First this book names all of the features of ActiveX but never gives enough detail for the reader to

fully understand. Then it hides the nuts and bolts by using MS Control Wizards. If a control ever

breaks and Microsoft's Wizards can't fix it for you, you have a snowballs chance in hell of finding

anything useful in this book.



the stars are given to the style that explains things from the ground. However, it's out of date

somehow for COM programming using MFC. I'd like to recommend Beginning MFC COM. (4 stars,

unless you have a good understanding on COM, otherwise, go to Inside COM =>Essential COM

first).

After reading the cover endorsement by Microsft VP Victor Stone, my excitement soon dimmed

when I studied Adam's writings. No clear picture of a recognizable architecture emerged.The book

presents examples in C++ source code complete with at least two instances of potential memory

leaks, while at the same time asserting this code's thread-safety! According to the bibliography

Adam now works primarily with Java: at least no more memory leaks there.After reading this book I

believe I now may have a much better understanding of why Microsoft may have internal problems

with their ActiveX technology groups and possibly why so many of Microsoft's own COM-based

applications tend to blow up so dramatically and so frequently.

To learn ActiveX/COM/ATL programming, I bought this book and Tom Armstrong's ATL. I'm not

used to Denning's english style, too many words, as recorded from a training class and I had to be

extremely patient to follow. Armstrong's book is a lot readable for me, he explains COM in plain and

simple language. But this book is still very useful because of it's depth.

I'm wasn't a beginner when I started this book. I had already studied Inside COM by Dale Rogerson

and Inside Distributed COM, so I was able to appreciate the depth that this book goes into. I

suggest that anyone else planning to buy this book start with those other books to gain a firm

background in COM.
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